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Abstract 

 

In this paper, intends to enable the rapid 

deployment of existing databases on the Web 

and expanding the potential user audience of the 

databases. The relational database metadata is 
applied to generate dynamically from the 

internal database format to a markup language 

format such as HTML form. The Meta -

information can use to create better HTML 

forms. That can reduce the load on a DB Server. 

The HTML form is not a static .html file. It is not 

dependent on web browser. It is dynamically 

generate by the system. Therefore, the HTML 

form is advance. In this approach relational 

database integrity constraints and referential 

constraints, can use to validate the data values 

accepted into the relational database tables. 
This system is -intended for the implementation 

and -maintenance of various database backend 

web applications will be easier, faster and less 

error prone. The system is a very general 

method for addressing databases and also 

includes Metadata features. 

        

Keywords: Relational Database, Database -

Metadata, Integrity Constraints, Referential 

Constraints and HTML Form 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Most modern systems are either web based, 

within the organization (Intranet) or public. In 

the - latter case, especially, metadata is utilized 

to improve communication between hetero 

geneous information systems for the purposes of 

obtaining and providing information, for -

communication between the user client work -

station and the information servers and for 
electronic business between information -
systems. The integration of the Web - and 

database technology will bring many -

opportunities for creating advanced information 

management applications [1]. 

The internet is not designed for database 

application development, and while it has a role 

in making information stored in databases 
widely available to millions of people, it is likely 

(certainly for the next 3-5 years) to be largely 

restricted to simple database applications. 

Taking simple data from a database and placing 

it on the web is a relatively simple task. 

However, in most cases, corporate data is 

maintained in a variety of sources, including 

legacy, relational, and object databases. It is 

much more complicated when these diverse 

data-sources must query or updated [1].The 

increasing popularity and advancement of web 

technology, many organizations want to modify 

existing host-based applications [2].This paper is 
intend to simplify the implementation of 

integrated Web-DBMS sites. In the Database 

research that the web changes every thing [3], 

little effort has devoted to adapt data design 

methods to the use of the web as the 

fundamental data interface. This paper is applied 

relational database theory to develop “safe” and 

easy to maintain HTML forms based on 

metadata extracted from system catalogue tables 

in relational database. In this paper, relational 

database design method is use to represent the 
data model. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

One example of building a web interface 

design utilizing information (Metadata) about a 

database is the Surveillance, Epidemiology and 

End-Results (SEER) database. Its purpose was to 

develop a web-based database interface.  

 

Method: Metadata table design method -

describes the database structure by including the 
four essential elements required to represent a 

data model: table names, field names, field data 

types, and linkages among the tables. The link 

definition requires two fields to specify both the 

linked table and linked field within the table [4]. 

The metadata table also stores descriptive 

information that helps the user understand the 

meaning and appropriate use of each data field.  

 

3. Relational Database Design Method 

 
In the database development process, the 

physical database design and logical database 

design are contained. 

In the physical database design process, the 

system is free to store the data any way it likes- 

using sequential files, indexing, hashing, pointer 

chains, compression, etc-provided only that it 
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can map that stored representation to tables at 

the logical level. 

In the logical database design process, this 

is a process of transformations, the conceptual 

data model into a logical database model. There 

are four types of logical database model in use 
today. There are object-oriented data model, 

hierarchical data model, network data model and 

relational data model. The system uses the 

relational data model. 

 

3.1. Relational Model 

 

The system uses relational data model, 

which represents data in the form of table or 

relation. The relational data model is very 

simple and elegant. The database is a collection 

of one or more relation, where each relation is a 
table with rows and columns. The relational 

model can be regard as having three principle 

parts, data structure, data integrity and 

manipulation. 

 

3.2. Data Structure 

 

Data are organizing in the form of tables or 

relations. Each relation consists of a set of 

named columns and an arbitrary named of       

unnamed rows. Each column in a relation 
corresponds to an attribute of that relation. Each 

row of a relation corresponds to a record that 

contains data values for an entity [5]. 

 

3.3. Properties of Relations 

 

They are as follows: 

- There are no duplicate tuples 

- Tuples are unordered, top to bottom 

- Attributes are unordered, left to right 

- Each tuple contains exactly one value. 

 

3.4. Information Principle or Metadata 

 

The information principle is a very nice 

principle of the relational database system. The 

entire information content of the database is 

representing in one and only in a way, namely as 

explicit values on column positions in rows in 

tables. This method of representation is only the 

method available at the logical level in a -

relational system. There is no pointer connecting 

one table to another [5]. 

 

3.5. Classification of Metadata 
 

Metadata is use for several purposes:  

 Metadata for the purposes of global -

access, from query to optimize recall 

and relevance. 

 Metadata for the purposes of query 

optimization, 

 Metadata, for the purposes of answer   

integration and explanation, 

 Metadata for the purposes of correct 

analytical processing or interpretation, 
 Metadata to overcome multi-linguality 

and multimedia heterogeneities, 

Metadata is essential for -understanding the 

structure of information, its quality and its 

relevance. Metadata is essential in explaining 

answers from ever more complex information 

systems [6]. 

 

 

3.6. Logical Metadata Table Design 

 

Table1: shows database metadata interface -
design for Blood-Requisition table. 
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Table2: show the metadata table interface- 

design for Blood-Requisition table base on 

primary key and foreign key relationship. 
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3.7. Conceptual Schema Definition 

 

Example 1: Data definition for the tables Blood 

Requisition and Wards in SQL (e.g. Conceptual 

Schema) 
 

CREATE TABLE Wards 

(Ward_no CHAR (5) NOT NULL, 

Name CHAR (20) NOT NULL, 

PRIMARY KEY (Ward_no)); 

 

CREATE TABLE Blood-Requisition 

(Patient_id CHAR (5) NOT NULL,  

Patient-name CHAR (20) NOT NULL, 

Date DATE NOT NULL, 

Ward_no CHAR (5) NOT NULL,  

Requirebtl Int4 NOT NULL,  

Bloodgp CHAR (7) NOT NULL, 

PRIMARY KEY (Patient_id), 

FOREIGN KEY by (Ward_no) REFERENCES 

Wards  

ON DELETE SET NULL); 

 

3.8. Physical Database Design 

 

Example 2: Index definition for the tables 
Blood Requisition and Wards in SQL 

 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX Wards_ix 

ON Wards (Ward_no ASC); 

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX Bloodrequisi_ix 

ON Blood_requisi (Patient_id ASC); 

 

Table3: Shows if the user Elbibas has already 

created the database Blood_Bank the system 

catalog table Database contains (among others) 

the above entry. 

 
Dbname Creator 

Blood_Bank Elbibas 

 

Table4:  Shows an entry is adds to the system 

catalog table for new create table. 

 
Tbname Type DBname Creator 

Wards Table Blood_Bank Elbibas 

 

Table5: Shows an entry is adds to the system 

catalog table columns for new create table. 
 
Colname Tbname Colno Coltype 

Ward_no Wards 1 CHAR 

Name Wards 2 CHAR 

 

Table6: Shows the primary key declaration and 

the index creation cause, for the table name. 

 
Ixname Tbname Uniquerule 

Wards_ix Wards P 

 

Table7: Shows the primary key declaration and 

the index creation cause, for the table's column 

name. 

 
Ixname Colname Colno Colseq Ordering 

Wards_ix Ward_no 1 1 A 

 

Table8: Shows the Blood_Requisition table, the- 

field Ward_no is a foreign key referencing 

entries in the table Wards. 

 
Tbname Relname Reftb 

name 
Colcount Delete 

Rule 

Blood_ 
Requi 

By Wards 1 C 

 

Table9: Shows to keep track of the columns’ -

name taking part in the reference table. In this 

case, there is only one corresponding row. 
 

Tbname Relname Colname Colno Colseq 

Blood_ 
Requisi 

By Ward_no 5 1 
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4.  System Implementation 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure1: System Flow Diagram 

 
4.1. Web to Database Connecting Methods 

 

Web to database connecting methods are 

generally as follows: 

 Middleware technology is becoming -

popular to connect database with the 

web. 
 ODBC and JDBC are the most popular 

type of database access middleware. 

 From a network administrator’s point -

of view, they consists of client and 

server driver software. 

 From a programmer’s point of view, 

they are Application Programming 

Interfaces APIs. 

 ODBC technology now allows web 

servers directly connect to database. 

 Finally, more and more web-based 

database applications have been -
building by using different bridging 

methods [1]. 

 

4.2. Metadata Table Design method 

 

The metadata table describes the database 

structure by including the seven and six essential 

column elements required to represent a data 

model: table names, column names, data types, 

type name, column size, position and null-able. 

The link definition requires six fields to specify 

both the linked table and the linked field within 

the two tables.  

 

4.3. Step By Step Procedure for Generating 

and Validation of HTML Form 

 

 If a field (based on a database column) 

is of type character with length (n) then 

automatically create the correct sized 

text field using n for the size attribute 

and display the field name as a text 

field label. 

 If a field(based on a database column)is 

a foreign key, dynamically representing 

this field as a drop-down list, with data 
listed from the primary key table, this is 

to maintain referential integrity e.g. city 

field at supplier form.  

 If a field (based on a database column) 

is of a Boolean type, represent it as a 

radio button with TRUE and FALSE 

values. These are based on dynamically 

creating HTML alone; using the -

metadata. 

This technique to display help messages     

to the user and validate the input data, for 
example extending the previous examples: 

 If a field (based on a database column) 

is of - type character or integer, 

dynamically display a hint, assuming 

the text field accepts character or 

integer values.  

 If a field (based on a database column) 

is required (not null), dynamically 

display a hint saying this field is   

required .When the form is submitted, 

the data entered to the form will be 

validated and a proper feedback -
message will appear to the user, if 

submission was successful or not. 

 

4.4. Screen Shoot for Database User from the 

Web (Sample Blood-Bank Database) 

 

1. Home Page of the System: The user must 

enter database name that want to use. 

  

 
 

Figure2: Home Page for System User 
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2. Entry Form of the System: The user can 

enter data into the database from the web. 

 

 
 

Figure3: Entry Form for Database User 

 

3. View Form of the System: The user can see 

database from the web. 

 

 
 

Figure4: View Form for Database User  

 

4.5. Advantages of Three Tier Architecture 
 

 Removes a huge processing burden 

from client machines. 

 Can be used to consolidate enterprise -

wide business rules as application 

server’s process business rules in a 

single place for use by multiple -

applications. When rules change, only a 

change to the application server is 

required. 

 Any knowledge of the database server 

may be hidden from the client and 
database queries may be presented to 

client in alternative forms.  

 

4.6. Features of our approach 

 

HTML forms that provide the query 

interface to the database will generate and 

validated automatically. HTML is not stored 

data so database source is need. The HTML 

form is not requiring maintenance. The HTML 

form is not a static .html files. It is a dynamic 
page. World Wide Web access to a database can 

be providing to existing databases. No changes 

to the database are required. Rather, our method 

uses the structure and information contained in 

the database to generate HTML pages and links 

when the data is accessed. If new HTML, or 

other display, standards emerge the database 

does not need to be changed. For database 

browsing this can block impossible queries or 

provide help on possible values. For database 

updates, this can ensure integrity by automatic-

ally requiring all necessary data. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

The system intends for the various database 
backend web applications will be easier, faster 

and less error prone. This system describes the 

fundamental steps to write-out each HTML 

control from database fields (database metadata), 

validate data entry, adhoc querying from the 

metadata. Another vital function allowed by the 

metadata is the saving of form fields directly to 

the database. 

It has been established that only C# offers a 

generalized metadata based approach. Other 

programming languages would require access to 

the database management system specific- 
system catalog. Issues of metadata support 

across ODBC implementations, and questions 

about performance implications of accessing 

metadata. Further extensions, some problems 

encountered were configuration problems that 

required carefully reading the associated-

documentation. Further work is also required in 

these areas when the approach is extended from 

querying metadata automatically to querying the 

data itself. This is requires to select all possible 

languages, for exchange from a database table 
format to dynamically build a form element 

format. 
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